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Caption Competition

A bottle of wine for the winner
Last issue’s Competition Winner

In the new emoticon language – goosecon - this says. "There are
no valuables left on this boat" Judy and Steve Hanchet – n.b.
Bright Waters

Editor’s Wotsits
Well, looks like Summer is over as I write this in pouring rain. Still, we had
some lovely weather so I suppose we can’t complain. Here’s hoping that
the promised ‘Indian Summer’ materialises.
Your Editor has been off the Cut this summer, swanning around in the
caravan, so I don’t have a lot to report from the Basin. Six Duke of
Edinburgh residentials all went off successfully, raising our profile and
earning enough to cover the maintenance bill; Halesowen in Bloom went
well and the Basin is still looking great; the Volunteer Hours scheme
seems to have worked really well and things are looking good for next
year. All in all, we can be pretty pleased with ourselves – but not
complacent. There’s a great deal still to do.
Please keep your articles, letters and items of interest coming in, as I can’t
write the whole thing myself – it gets boring! Looking forward to hearing
from you with goodies for the December issue. Don’t let me down!

Jeni Hatton

n.b. Fair Rosamund

Editorial Policy
Articles will only be edited for grammar and spelling.
All articles submitted with a name will be published unless they are of tone or content which
might be offensive or contentious. Any content published cannot be taken to be the view of the
Governing Council or the Editor

RECYCLING BINS
PLEASE NOTE: we have a bin for paper and cardboard, one for
mixed glass and one for metal and aluminium cans and plastic
bottles. We can’t take other plastic containers or sheet plastic SORRY

Front cover photo: Coombeswood In Bloom

Christine Turner

Chairman’s Ramblings
Just back from another successful Black Country Boating Festival (You
did know Coombeswood Canal Trust started it 31 years ago?) on our
Dudley No2 Canal and it’s time to get some words on paper.
Well, I’m holding up publication of Interchange again, but it’s quite
deliberate this time! It’s 14th September and tonight Coombeswood
Canal Trust has been invited to the Living Waterway Awards Ceremony,
in the Town Hall, Birmingham. This is a national awards programme, run
by Canal and River Trust, to recognise the efforts put in by organisations
across the network. We are attending because we are a finalist with the
possibility of winning an award. The Trust has been nominated for our
Youth Programme, more particularly the Duke of Edinburgh Gold
Residential on Atlas and Malus. Thanks have to go to Gill and Caroline,
together with Mick Cowles, for all the time and effort they put into
organising the programme; also to all the volunteers that provided the
crew on the boats. Just making the finals is a big pat on the back for the
Trust but did we actually win? Yes, we did. The Living Waterway Award
for Education and Learning is ours.
It’s amazing looking back over the summer what the Trust has been
involved in. Halesowen In Bloom was really well received, and being
involved has helped to bed us in (excuse the pun) with the local
community, leading to an invitation to be part of the formation of a civic
society for Halesowen.
Regular work parties along the canal have helped keep the channel clear
and also remove overhanging branches. In fact, John Jackson brought
Roach up last week with 19 tons of coal in the hold, not bad for a
“remainder” waterway!
The first year of the Volunteer Hours Scheme has come to a close and a
massive “thank you“ to those who organised it, and those that contributed.
The main objective was to get more people involved with the Trust, and
the participation rate of over 70% was way above our expectations. Added
benefits are people are talking to each other, and there is a new buzz
about the place. Comments are also being made on how much better the
Basin is looking – well done all!

Richard
* * * * * * * * * *

Coombeswood Canal Company Shop
If you’re planning a big job on your boat, winterising or repairing, or
going up the slipway, think ahead and let us know what you will
need. We’ll make sure it’s in stock for when you need it, and it will
probably be cheap as chips, too! Have a browse next time you’re at
the Basin – you’ll be amazed at what we’ve got and what we can
get! Batteries, leisure and starter, now available at discount for
multiple orders
Your shop will always do the best for YOU.

************
Don’t Forget that the kitchen opens for Saturday and
Sunday lunches from 15th October 2016. The ladies
will be waiting, with scrumptiousness, for your visit.

**************

More DODGEY Experiences.
In response to the Editors plea for more copy perhaps it is time to update you on
the recent cruise of the n.b. DODGEY.
This year a more sedate cruise was planned so I booked an ‘Explorer Cruise’
through the BCN Society for June on the BCN. This event is run two or three
times a year and is intended mainly for those who want to cruise the BCN but
are wary of doing so as a single boat. The cruise lasts seven days and, on this
occasion, consisted of nineteen boats. I would highly recommend going on one
of these well organised and interesting cruises if you want a week of nice
leisurely cruising where you learn a lot about the Black Country and its canals. I
had always wanted to do the infamous ‘BCN Challenge’ but could never find
anyone in Thrupp who wanted to join me for a weekend on this event. Chatting
about this event to a seasoned competitor (Mooring Master Tony) I was even
more determined to try it at least once.
Well, I’m sure you all know how these things happen. Sitting in a pub one night
talking sensibly, then as the night progresses too much ale and it becomes silly
chatter and then the challenge goes down. This year Keith, whilst in a somewhat
inebriated state, said “yes”, and that it should be done and that he would come
with me. So, before the alcohol had time to leave his system, the application
form was filled in and sent off just in time to meet the closing deadline. It was
then, once the sobering thought dawned on us, we realised that I had booked an
Explorer Cruise for June but the Challenge was in May. This meant that we
would be doing things the wrong way round, as obviously it would have been
more preferable to do the Challenge after one had cruised the parts of the
system I had not previous done before at a sedate pace.
The Challenge itself starts anywhere you like on the BCN at 8 a.m. on a Saturday
and ends at a designated location at 2 p.m. the next day. The brief idea is that
you cover as much of the network as you can, picking up points for miles
covered, number of locks transited, questions answered and photos taken of
your boat at certain places etc. etc. You are allowed to plan a route beforehand
but you are only allowed to cruise for 24 hours out of the 30. It is up to you
when and where you stop and for how long. Everything is recorded in a log that
you fill in en route and hand in at the end for scrutiny. This is a good sociable
event and a majority of so-called competitors take it as an enjoyable weekend
and do not worry too much about where they come in the final results. Of
course, there are a few who take it so seriously that to come second is a failure.
So much so that they even plan the route down to the finest detail on their

computer with backup routes should they get held up. As for us it was like the
blind leading the blind. Yes, I did plan a route complete with what I thought
would be appropriate timings for legs, but by the time we had done a couple of
hours it was obvious that the plan had gone completely awry to say the least.
From then on it was a case of, ‘ah well, we will go that way instead of this, etc,
etc’.
After cruising through the day we approached the Walsall Locks as darkness fell.
Here the first incident occurred, when I became wedged in the lock with rather a
large lump of wood jammed between the boat and the lock wall. Well and truly
stuck, all attempts to free it were to no avail until a fellow competitor who was
being held up by me came to lend a hand and after a few minutes of two people
pounding the said wood with poles it broke up enough to go under the boat.
Sod’s law then came into force and, whilst exiting the last but one lock, I again
became well and truly wedged as this time the bottom gate had something
behind it preventing it from opening fully. Again after what seemed like ages
and with the help of a number of people trying to rock the gate I managed to
emerge in total darkness. With precious time lost, we decided to pull into
Walsall Basin for a well-earned couple of hours’ rest.
Before it was light we left the Basin and had only got a few hundred yards
before the prop fouled on what seemed like a jacket of some sort. By the time
this was cleared we had good daylight and headed to the infamous Ryders
Green Flight where we arrived well before 7.30, only to find a queue of boats
being held up by a working pair already transiting the flight and a shortage of
water. Being of shallow draught Dodgey managed to go up ok once I could
eventually get going. As late morning approached we were on the homeward leg
down the Dudley No.2 to Hawne Basin and journey’s end.
Once moored up and the log book submitted for final scrutiny, it was heads
down for a couple of hours before watching the stragglers arrive. Then, as
evening descended, it was into the Clubhouse bar and along with a few drinks
many tales of what might have been, if only...... Although on the day we were
competitors, that evening we were all friends, sharing the camaraderie that
comes with fellow cruisers over a few drinks.
Where did Dodgey come? My intention was that, as this was the first attempt
and we hadn’t got much of a clue what it involved, out of the 42 starters
anything above 40th would be acceptable. When the results were published a
couple of weeks later we were astonished to see that we came a very
respectable 17th. Would I do it again? Well, plans are already afoot for 2017 so

Tony, watch out! Now that we have some experience, next year the boys from
the south could be a threat.
Tales of the Explorer Cruise and of the cruise back to Thrupp on the South
Oxford will appear in the next issue.
Alan Ross

n.b. DODGEY

***************

Bits and Bobs
Our next Open Weekend is on 13th and 14th May 2017. We
need to put together an organising team so that we have
it all sorted for then. Volunteers are needed to head up
teams to arrange the various aspects of the Weekend:
stall layout; liaison with stallholders; getting press
coverage and arranging publicity and advertising;
organising entertainers; sorting out bar stocks and
cover; sorting out food orders and people to serve it.
There will also be lots of help needed in the week before,
raising marquees and setting out space, and on the
Weekend itself, manning stalls, covering gate duty, First
Aid cover, checking the loos, emptying the bins
regularly and just talking nicely to the public.
Please look out for the date of the first meeting and join
in. The more people we have, the less each individual
gets stressed! And we do have a lot of fun.
***************
Before the next Interchange comes out we will be having
our AGM. This year we will have two places vacant on
Governing Council. Please think about whether you
could stand for one of these positions. We meet
monthly, usually have a break in August, and need a full
complement of people to do the necessary work to keep
the Trust effective and legal.

A Rough History of Hawne Basin, our neighbours
and our Canal
Part Two
1839

A trial took place using a steam-driven tug in order
to tow boats through Gosty tunnel. The experiment
failed. Later, in 1913, a paraffin-fuelled Bolinderdriven tug was trialled, this time successfully, and
this operated until the late 1930s. The tug was
named George and, unusually, it had two bows
and no stern thus eliminating the need to wind
after each trip through the tunnel. The remains of
the Tug House can still be seen at the northern
end of the tunnel.

1860

The arrival of Industry. Abraham Barnsley opened
the first ironworks. Two years later Coombeswood
was bought by Noah Hingley from Lord Lyttleton,
and the land was used to extend the Ironworks
and the Rolling Mills. A series of amalgamations
ended in 1903 with the company becoming known
as Stewarts and Lloyds. In 1967 S & L was
nationalised and became the British Steel
Corporation, which was privatised again in 1988
and closed in 1996.

1864

Haywood Forge opened. It was taken over in 1866
by Walter Somers. At first forgings were
transported by canal but they eventually became
too big for the boats and transferred to rail. The
anchor shank for Titanic was forged by Somers. In
April 1990 the Company were involved in the
infamous episode of Saddam Hussein’s
“supergun”, in which Company Directors were
arrested and wrongfully charged with breaking UN
sanctions. It took until November 1990 for the
Government of the time to admit their
responsibility.

11.04.1864

New Hawn Colliery opened

1878

The first railway arrived in Halesowen.

1897

Old Hawn Colliery closed down.

1902

Our Basin was bought by the Great Western
Railway Company and the Halesowen Basin
(Hawne) branch railway line was opened. Note the
GWR boundary post just inside our entrance
gates. This was when our basin became an
Interchange Basin.
To Be Continued…………

Roy Kenn

n.b. Placidus

Work Party Rumblings
Work parties are still achieving what they set out to do, which is to keep the arm
clear of debris, trees and other problems. So far, in recent work parties we have
completed painting Wright’s Bridge, removed a wheelie bin from the channel,
cleared vegetation from opposite Rowley Stop and also removed a great deal of
other rubbish.
Of the last two work parties, five members attended the first but only one
member came along for the second and he was recovering from major surgery.
This lack of turn-out was very disappointing.
The next two dates for the diary are 23rd October and 20th November. The
December date (18th) is provisional due to weather and influence of seasonal
events.
We would like to see more members join us on work parties. Each lasts
approximately four hours, 9.30-1.30, and counts towards your volunteer hours
as well as fulfilling the Trust’s Aims and Objects, keeping us in line with Charities
Commission requirements.
Footnote:
John Jackson on the coal boat Roach came up the arm in the first week in
September with no trouble and didn't get stuck anywhere. Not bad considering
he was carrying 19 tons of coal!

Ivor Chambers

Work Party Organiser

Out on a Duke of Edinburgh Gold Residential
I have been involved with D of E expeditions before, but this Gold
Residential was a new experience. And how delightful it was.
There were twelve young people taking up the challenge on Atlas and
Malus during the last full week in July, none of them local. Indeed, we had
two young men from Holland, two from Wales and a young lady from
Jersey. Truly International.
Loading the boats was a good ice-breaker, as they all had to help each
other; finding their way around didn’t take long as their accommodation
consisted of a camp bed in the nether regions of the hold and a “kitchen”
area! A gas stove, bowl, kitchen utensils and water bottles. Sparse but
serviceable.
The young people are expected to join in with all aspects of boating over
the five days they are on board. Menus are devised from a stock of staple
ingredients, which they prepare and cook. They are encouraged to take
their turn on the tiller on both the butty and motor; their horsepower is
needed to bow-haul Malus through the locks, something the crew I was
with enjoyed immensely.
Mooring up inside the Black Country Living Museum for two nights was a
highlight for me; we were regarded as an exhibit and were much
photographed! Volunteering here has become an integral part of the
programme. This time we were put to work on the gardens in the park and
clearing paths of brambles and overhanging bushes. This was great fun
and very much appreciated by the museum.
The run up the Crow and an overnight stay courtesy of the BCNS at the
pump house took care of Thursday. Diverting down Spon Lane (Locks) on
Friday because of a closure on Smethwick Locks, for an afternoon stop in
Brum. Again the boats drew a great deal of interest from the passing
public, with many stopping to ask what we were up to. Ickneild Port was
the Friday night destination and then a sprint down the main line back to
Hawne on Saturday.
Our crew thoroughly enjoyed the experience; they all got on and were
fantastic company. This has been a brilliant success story; it gives
purpose to the boats, it publicises Coombeswood Canal Trust and,
without a doubt, having the boats ploughing up and down the Dudley No2
helps to keep the channel open for everyone.

A massive “thank you” also has to go to the skippers. This team give up
their time without pay or expenses and, quite honestly, the excursions
would not run without them. Their skill is impressive and their generosity
in imparting their knowledge admirable.
I have to say that I thoroughly enjoyed those five days and became very
fond of Malus’s cosy cabin. Delightful.

Belle Woodward

n.b. Margaret Ann

Volunteer Tasks available for 2016/17
This list is repeated on the notice board in the veranda of the Cabin.
Choose your task by putting your name next to it, or letting Sheila
Campbell know that you wish to do it. Tasks must be ‘claimed’ so
that we don’t get duplication or people turning up to do something
already completed, and you can form teams if you feel the task
warrants it (talk to Sheila):
Shop – repaint
Post boxes – repaint green
Elsan sign – repaint and sign-write
Light pillars on 70’ line
Large electric boxes on 70’ line (2) on island (4)
Small electric boxes on 70’ line and green (4) down arm (6)
Metal tops on Burton Bridge, sign and pipes.
Metal girders by slip – white
Kerbstones around Remembrance – white
Varnish gunwales on Remembrance
Slip bridge rails, rails either side and chain – white
Safety rail for slip steps – red and white
Slip workbench
Emergency equipment box near slip – red
Door and frame of meter cupboard on wharf, doors of pump-out and
diesel cupboards
Fence around waste oil tank – green
Picnic bench outside clubhouse
Bench and table by Placidus
Front and side of new container
Scratched varnish and radiator on internal veranda-side wall in Cabin
New wooden wall(white) to be built at the bar end of the veranda
Veranda tiles to be painted red.
Regular cleaning of windows, cills and doors of Cabin and Toilet Block

Regrout tiles in Elsan
Lay slabs and edging kerbs by Burton Bridge
Remake and paint (green) water point boxings around Basin and by Gill’s
boat
Remove fence at end of patio – see Alan
Gut out, clean and disinfect greenhouse. Reglaze as necessary
Lay slabs to Cabin patio between back door and recycling area
Log splitting – ongoing
Weed out meter box planters – ongoing
Dead-heading, weeding and tidying – ongoing
Weed between water feature and diesel tank
Apply ‘Round Up’ to Burton Bridge
General watering of flower beds and planters – ongoing
Keep an eye on the notice board as new opportunities will present
themselves. Still places available for training in Shop, Bar and
Kitchen.

*****************

Have you changed your phone number or e-mail address
lately? If so, please make sure the Trust has your correct
contact details. We’ve had a couple of e-mails bounce
back recently, and we’d hate you to miss any important
news.
************

COOMBESWOOD CANAL TRUST
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Membership is renewable annually on 1st August
TITLE: _________________

FULL NAME: ______________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

POSTCODE: ___________________

TELEPHONE No: ______________________________EMAIL: _______________________________________
BOAT NAME: ________________________________________________
JOINT MEMBER
TITLE: _________________

FULL NAME: ______________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

POSTCODE: ___________________

TELEPHONE No: ____________________________ EMAIL: __________________________________________
Membership Fees
Associate Membership

£25.00

-Associations, Organisations and Companies

Individual Membership (18+)
Joint Membership

£8.00
£14.00

) – Individuals and Families
)

OVER 60 Membership
Joint OVER 60 Membership

£6.00
£10.00

Full-Time Student

£6.00

Full copies of the Rules of the Trust are available on the website or from the Trust Office. The information on this form
will be recorded on a computerised database. In accordance with the Data Protection Act (1984) members may examine
their entry at any reasonable time by prior arrangement.
Membership Paid:

£ ____________________

I wish to make a donation:

£ ____________________

Total Enclosed:
‘Coombeswood Canal Trust’

£ ____________________

Please make cheques payable to

Signed: ___________________________________________________________Date: __________________________

Skills I/we can offer the Trust: ________________________________________________________________________

Trade/Profession the Trust can ask for quotes: __________________________________________________________

Please return this form and your payment either to the Trust Office or by post to:
Caroline Whorton, 21 Hyperion Road, Stourton, Stourbridge DY7 6SD
UK Taxpayers may like to increase the worth of their contributions by signing a GIFT AID
DECLARATION .Please contact us by either the email address or telephone number above and we
will be happy to send you a form. If you wish to set up a yearly Standing Order with your own Bank
to pay your membership, our Bank Details are: The Co-operative Bank, PO Box 250, Delf House,
WN8 6WT,
Acct No. 65566440, Sort Code 08-92-99

